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prelude Located in the core of the Indian Ocean, the
dreamy island of Mauritius lies smack in the path of one of the
most consistent swell windows in the world. With reliable trades and
coral reefs that bend and shape this raw power into perfect waves its
reputation has always been about hardcore wave sailing. The legendary
‘One Eye’ has tempted many into its clutches, but few have ever
mastered its speed and power. Over the years its legacy has been
created from the stories of an elite realm of wave sailors who have ridden
the wave in all shapes and forms. Jason Polakow planned to stay for two
months but was forced out of the place after trashing all of his
equipment; Scott Mckercher reckoned its was the fastest, heaviest wave
he has ever sailed; Ricky Van Der Toon snapped the bone in his shin
landing a huge air into the flats, while Bjorn Dunkerbeck warned that it
was possible to get barrelled on a windsurfer but it would probably be the
last ride of your life! This is possibly windsurfing’s equivalent to Teahupoo,
Tahiti! So, when Nik Baker and the twins invited me along to share a week

in this wave blessed paradise, the answer was an obvious yes, but at the
same time I knew that at some time during the week we would all have to
face our fears and confront this beast up close. 

A week prior to our trip, a quick glance at the wave map revealed a
deepening low depression forming around the Cape of Good Hope; as
far as I could tell all the signs were in place for a hefty swell to hit
Mauritius during the middle of our stay. A final check the day prior to
departure confirmed that the storm down in the lower latitudes of the
Indian Ocean had intensified into a monster, unleashing huge waves
towards the north…right in the direction of Mauritius. Like it or not, we
were in for some massive waves and ‘One Eye’ was going to be firing on
all cylinders. 

I guess for Nik Baker there were other issues. One guy up against the two
best female windsurfers on the planet on their favoured port tack! Could
he rise to the occasion or were they going to blow him off the wate?.
Sure, in the waves, Nik is powerful and equipped to take on the world’s

One guy and
two sexy sisters
on a remote
island with
constant winds
and back-to-
back swells...
sounds like a
situation most
male windsurfers
only dream
about. John
Carter lets us
in on reality as
Nik Baker and
the Moreno twins
,go to work, on
the island of
Mauritius and
score a week of
Indian Ocean
perfection... 25-
knot trades
everyday, ice
blue water, the
fastest left-
hander in the
world and one of
the biggest
swells of the
season... “To infinity and beyond!”
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best, but come the jumping these girls have got
balls of steel and go as high and as radical as
the men. 

As for the girls, Dunkerbeck had already pre
warned them of the dangers of ‘One Eye’ and I
had a feeling they were nervous. The rewards
for surviving at One Eye would be high, but the
consequences of not would be harsh. They
were in a tough position…and knowing the girls,
refusing the challenge would not be an option!

en route! Our first
rendezvous was at Heathrow, Terminal 3 on
August 26th. Myself carrying six bags of camera
equipment weighing 80kg while Nik and the
twins were loaded with 250kg of windsurf and
personal baggage… we were ready for
anything! As strange as it may seem, this was
the first pure windsurf travel trip outside a photo
shoot the guys had ever been on. Club Mistral
had come up with the idea to bring out some
high profile Mistral / North riders to one of its
centres; for good measure they decided that
they might as well throw in a complimentary
ticket for a photographer. That’s where I got
lucky!
After twelve hours of dodgy movies, processed
food, warm beer and screaming babies, the
view from the air of fresh swell lines, a reef full
of passes, and a turquoise sea awash with
whitecaps seemed to nourish the body from
within. Stunning! A new location always excites
me, especially when we are talking a tropical
island slap bang in the middle of the Indian
Ocean but this place was already exceeding my
expectations and we were still on the plane.
Bring it on!

second to none!
Few places in the world can rival the fantasy set
up in front of the Indian resort in Mauritius. The
beauty of the Club Mistral centre is that the
windsurfing truly caters for all levels. Sure ‘One
eye’ looms precariously outside the reef
downwind of the centre, but if you don’t want a
part of it, there are plenty of alternative sailing
options for everybody. On the inside a huge
crystal clear flat water lagoon leads you out
through a pass in the reef (Little reef) to waves
that range from a small choppy jumping and
front side playground to a larger but soft reef
break (Manawa), which is perfect for both
intermediates and more advanced sailors. 

The last thing we needed was to be forced
straight off the plane out into a gnarly situation
at One Eye without a chance to familiarise
ourselves with currents, the shape of the reef
and speed of the wave. Thankfully for the first
two days the swell was working well at Manawa
and Little Reef, but not really wrapping round
the reef into One Eye, so we took the
opportunity to check out the set up and shoot
some action at the other breaks. 

Our first session at Manawa was a gentle
introduction with some fun half-mast to logo
high waves crumbling onto the reef. Fair play to
the twins, with both girls dropping deep into the
wave and setting themselves up for some solid
front side smacks. Nik meanwhile was dropping
into the pit on the first section and throwing
himself off the top in his own formidable style. I
was trying to shoot from the Club Mistral safety
boat but finding it tough to find the right position
for any shots worthy of justifying the action.    

Session two, I decided to shoot from the water
at Little Reef, which involved Nik towing me out
from the beach about four hundred metres in
25knots… That was just about enough to pull
my arm out of its socket before we even started.
Two to three feet waves and perfect port tack
jumping, Nik versus the twins…the pressure
was all on Baker! With the spectacular Le
Morne Mountain as a backdrop, the stage was
set for our first real showdown. Of course, no
one had mentioned the word competition, but
when you get three of the most competitive
sailors in the world in front of a photographer,
you know they are going to let rip! With both
twins throwing huge one-footed forwards,
tweaked out table tops and massive backs,
Baker had his work cut out to keep his pride
intact. He hit back with a one handed forward
and some clean back loops, but from my point
of view the twins had just drawn first blood!

first casualties!
On the third day there was a small bump in the
swell, just about enough to justify our first
session at One Eye! For the twins it was a short-
lived affair. It took twenty minutes or so to make
out through the reef pass and out to the waves

Nik using his booster pack once again to good effect! And he’s still going up…

The amazing Indian Resort Hotel
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in the Club Mistral RIB and set up in position to
shoot, while Nik and the girls sailed out through
the channel and into position downwind.
Although the swell direction was not ideal and
the waves a bit choppy, there were nonetheless
some serious sets draining water from the reef
as they reeled down the point. Sitting in the
safety of the boat, it was intimidating enough
when some of the larger sets came through, but
for the girls sailing their first proper port tack
down the line reef break must have been a
daunting experience! Just as I had manoeuvred
into position a rain squall shut down the wind
right on cue with the gnarliest set of the day.
Iballa was on the first wave of the set and
dropped in way too deep behind the peak.
Before she had half a chance to properly set the
rail for her first bottom turn, the main ‘A frame’
of the wave was shutting down in her path,
leaving her no option but to dive off the board
and leave her gear to the mercy of the white

water. Daida was on the wave behind and
suffered a similar fate – without enough wind to
gun past the sections the wave shut her down
and now both twins were inside getting washed
across the razor sharp coral. With the waves
drawing so much water because of their
proximity to the reef, there was no way we were
able to rescue them from our position in the
boat. Abandoning the shoot, we retreated
through the reef pass to pull the girls in from the
inside and get them back to the beach. One
Eye had just claimed its first victims!

Sipping down a few local Phoenix beers at the
beachside bar soon became our evening ritual
and with the sun setting right behind the
breaking waves, it was the perfect way to finish
the day, even if this one had not been particularly
successful. It was sometime during my first and
second beer on that third evening that I noticed
the occasional rogue set wrapping round the

point, exploding with venom on the reef at One
Eye. Little did we know, but these first sets were
just the tip of the iceberg and a little pre-warning
of the swell that was about to hit!

massive! I woke up the next
day to the sound of thundering surf in the
distance. Just like in Jurassic Park when each
step of the approaching T-Rex was ground
shuddering, the waves exploding on the reefs a
mile away were sending tremors through the
hotel! Overnight the swell had tripled in size but
to our dismay was closing out across the
channel. With boat rescues impossible and
serious currents running inside the lagoon, the
centre was forced to shut down operations for
the next two days. Swells of this magnitude only
hit Mauritius a couple of times a season and it
was truly awesome to watch the big sets jack
up into huge glistening waves and then
cascade in huge avalanches of white water onto

<< I remember taking
one of the biggest
waves of the set on the
first day. I should have
been more downwind,
but instead I wanted to
risk it and hit the lip
right in front of JC. I
was thinking: Please
JC, take the shot!
Please JC, take
the shot! and in a
matter of two seconds I
realised that I had no
chance of landing it
and had to duck dive
through the wave,
letting my gear break
on the reef. I escaped
with my life -- and
the shot! >>

Iballa going for glory!
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the reef. At the same time it was also a very frustrating situation. Outside
of the reef, the waves were colossal, some peeling perfectly but just when
you thought that maybe it was sailable the next set shut down in one
huge closeout, sending mountains of spray well over one hundred feet
into the air. On the first day Nik kept walking down to the water’s edge to
check it out, but one mistake out the back in those sized waves and it
could be suicidal. We kept asking ourselves, “Would Polakow be out
there?” Maybe, if he was in some sort of crazy mood, but actually I think it
was too treacherous for anybody to risk it.

The swell evened out on the second day, but to me it still looked too evil
to contemplate sailing. Nik had other ideas…enough waiting around on
the beach! Irritated by the situation, he had decided to sail out through
the channel on a reconnaissance mission to check the conditions up
close. Back on the beach at Club Mistral the guests gathered as Nik set
sail out through the mountains of white water closing out across the bay,
until he was no more than a speck in the distance. We were still trying to
work out if he was on the outside when a monster set started rearing up
in front of him. Behind the first wave loomed an even bigger one
behind…Nik sail flicked back around signalling a hasty retreat to the
beach! Today was not our day! Meanwhile 20km up the coast the local
surfers were scoring 15feet stand up barrels at the legendary Tamarin
Bay. First made famous in a surf movie ‘The Forgotten Island of
Santosha’ this wave ranks as one of the best left handers in the world!

perfection At last on the fifth day of our trip the
swell had cleaned up and the channel was back open for business. I had
a gut feeling this was going to be ‘THE DAY’… time to ride! The easy
option was to head out to Manawa to shoot the less powerful waves, but
the decision was unanimous that we all wanted a piece of this ‘One Eye’
and like it or not we could not leave this place without facing its wrath for
that one make-or-break wave!

So what makes One Eye so special? Born in the depths of the Antarctic,
huge storms generate rough slabs of ocean, which head north gradually
grooming themselves into rhythmical sets, before unleashing themselves
on the Indian Ocean coastline. It just happens the reef at One Eye is
perfectly situated so that the trades blow perfect cross-offshore exactly
where the swells wrap around the coast and peel with machine like
precision. Legend has it, the wave was named after the ‘one eyed’ owner
of a hotel situated opposite the spot, although some locals claim it was
named by surfers after a hole in the rock on the side of Le Morne, only
visible from the surf break. Either way when it’s pumping, ‘One Eye’ is
easily up there as one of the most beautiful and perfect waves I have
seen, but at the same time probably the most daunting! It breaks hard
and fast in front of an extremely shallow urchin infested coral, in what
surfers might call a racetrack lefthander, where barrels are common, as are
brushes with the reef. At high tide there is a little more water and it
becomes a little more manageable, but nonetheless the atmosphere on the
water is intense. Some waves would set up for a quick turn out the back
before they stacked up on the reef, forcing the sailor to gun for the channel,
whilst others would wall up nicely for a big aerial and then connect to two or
three other sections, which all offered a pure down the line adrenaline fix.
Pull off a huge air and you’ll probably be on cloud nine for the rest of the
month…or get it wrong and the results could put you in hospital!

intense! The last time I ventured out at ‘One Eye’ three
days ago I soon realised that shooting from the boat was not an option.
The only way to get ‘the shot’ that really showed the wave was to get out
there and swim in the thick of it. I have to admit I was scared about the
whole swimming situation, but knew if I didn’t get in the water I would go
home regretting it. Although the swell had receded following the last two
days of huge waves, there were still some mast high plus sets looming
around – more than enough to trash anything or anyone that was in the
wrong place at the wrong time. The next hour or so went by in a blur. Nik
was in his element, scoring most of the big sets and timing his rides to
perfection in front of the camera. Meanwhile the twins braved it out and
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were both ripping it up, taking some of the
biggest and gnarliest set waves. You gotta give
it to these girls – when confronted by
intimidating and potentially catastrophic
circumstances, they were both right in amongst
it, not only just out there catching waves but
throwing aerials and pushing the limits. From
the water, it was a serene experience out
amongst the waves; one moment you are
between sets comfortably paddling around
admiring the coral beneath you, the next a mast
high barrelling wave would approaching like a
freight train. Get it right perhaps you get the
shot…get it wrong – a brain jarring wipe out
onto the reef. I took one set on the head during
my paddle and for a moment my heart stopped
when I surfaced in waist deep water faced by
another mast high wall of foam gunning straight
at me. Back on the beach we gathered after the
first session, everybody pumped with
adrenaline after one of the most intense sailing
sessions we had ever experienced.

sick! By mid afternoon, the waves
had dropped a tad from the morning, signalling
that this could be our last chance to catch ‘One

Eye’ before the swell moved too the east to
wrap around the reef. The wave was calling for
last orders and we still had a thirst to quench! 

When you travel halfway around the world to
score perfect conditions, one awesome wave or
one insane moment can make that trip
worthwhile! This was our last chance to take
away a lifelong memory! For two hours the
conditions started really cooking, peeling glassy
waves reeled in one after another, big enough
to threaten but not too big to smack. The wind
stayed steady from the perfect direction while
sections connected, perfectly lining up a white-
knuckle ride of rail-to-rail gauges or for massive
airs. With the conditions on fire, still gnarly but
just begging high performance sailing, both Nik
and the twins entered the zone and responded to
the situation. Daida hooked under two or three
bowls, which threw her into the biggest aerials of
her life! Meanwhile, Iballa was smacking lips
without care or consideration for the
consequences. Nik Baker was pure class. In a
two-hour long session he caught some of the
best waves of his life, boosting some of the
biggest aerials I have ever seen. The conditions
were insane right up until dark. Wave after wave
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<<If I could have caught
one wave on that big day it

would have been the shot
of the century. I went out

to check it out and I
realised then that there

was no chance. The current
was doing about 15 knots

straight out. The chop was
about six feet high -- it was
radical. If something went

wrong out there the only
way they could have saved

you would have been by
helicopter. On some of

the waves we were
getting four or five

turns and a couple of
aerials. I was covering

five or six hundred
yards on one wave.

A lot of the time
you just had to

crack a half turn off
the top or you would
never have made the

next section. If you did
not make it you were

straight up on almost dry
reef. I had a few bottom
turns into pitching lips

that produced the biggest
aerials of my life. This

place was the ultimate
playground for all levels. It
was perfect. You can,t ask

for much more than that!>>
Nik Baker

Daida going where most men would fear to tread
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peeling perfectly across the reef,
perfectly glassy and stacked with
smackable sections.

The beers that night tasted better
than ever! Even Nik Baker drunk
more than one glass of shandy! If
there is a seventh heaven we’d just
found it! It’s not often you see
blisters on the weathered hands of a
pro sailor, but after four hours on the
water Nik’s calluses had worn
through to the flesh! Not a bad sign
that this place was as good as it
gets. As for the twins, I have to
admit I was flabbergasted how hard
they were sailing and how fearless
they were in the most menacing of
conditions; a lot of beauty and a lot
of danger all on the same waves.
Before Iballa left Gran Canaria she
had a pain killing injection in her foot
so she could sail. Even though she
must have been in a lot of pain she
was ripping like there would be no
tomorrow. That’s guts! Without
messing with words – Daida was
ripping on that last session…she
was taking the place apart and
screaming for joy after every wave!

last blast
Although the swell had dropped
considerably for the last couple of
days, there were still some fun
conditions at Little Reef and Manawa.
Both were picture postcard sunny
days in a tropical paradise and the
perfect way to wrap up our trip.
Throughout the week the wind blew a
steady 20-25knots from dawn until
dusk and the waves ranged from
head to double mast high. The Indian
Resort has to be the best hotel I have
ever stayed in, providing the perfect
balance of subtle luxury, excellent
service and an unbeatable location.
Imagine waking up everyday to the
rumble of waves in the distance and
sound of the palm trees swaying in
the morning trade winds. You walk
down the beach and watch the
sunrise over a sea of corduroy lines
stacked up as far as the horizon, the
early breeze already feathering the
tops of the waves in the distance.
You are staying at one of the beautiful
hotels in the world… For most it’s a
dream, but for us, we lived it!

thanks to:
Club Mistral:

Sportif: 01273 844919

From all the
stories that
we heard we
were actually
pretty scared
when we
turned up.
I tasted the
reef on my

first session.
In the end I loved

the wave and the
feeling of riding it.

The wave was totally
sick. I have never had such

good sailing as I did the day
after the big swell. I had the

highest aerials of my life.
Normally I am very critical about

my performance, but that day
everything was just perfect. I went

across the reef three times but made
it back out through the channel no

problem. I just wanted more waves -- it
was super addictive. In the end we had to

come in because we had sore hands. The
Indian Resort Hotel was superb and the Club

Mistral guys were a great help. The conditions
in Mauritius were amazing and there was

something for everybody. I can,t wait to get home and tell everybody how
good it was. You have to respect One Eye, but next time I come back I will
sail there from the first day and stay there forever if I can! It is definitely one
of the best if not the best I have ever ridden. It is a machine. I love it. It was
nothing huge but you could still hear the wave barreling right behind you.
When you hit aerials everything just went silent -- it was an amazing feeling.

Daida Moreno 




